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s original publication. especially industry consolidation, increased collection speeds, and
deregulation —s that have prompted reforms leading to multimillion dollar appropriations by
Congress to try to enforce federal inspection laws and regulations, and a good decision by the
Supreme Court to block structure of what was slated to be one of the largest hog factory farms
in the country. It is also the first time ever that workers have got spoken publicly about what’s
really taking place behind the closed doors of America’s slaughterhouses.In this new paperback
edition, author Gail A. Eisnitz brings the tale up to date because the book’Slaughterhouse may
be the first book of its kind to explore the effect that unprecedented adjustments in the
meatpacking sector over the last twenty-five years —Nonetheless, Eisnitz helps it be very clear
that abuses continue and much work still must be done have had on workers, animals, and
consumers. She describes the ongoing initiatives by the Humane Farming Association to boost
conditions in the meatpacking sector, media exposé
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Heartbreaking, eye-opening, and ultimately hopeful A captivating, eye-opening, and jaw-
dropping read, all at one time. This book is indeed well-written that it nearly reads just like a
novel, and continues you turning the web pages. Slaughterhouses and factory farming plant life
really define Hell. This book was published over a decade ago, yet a lot of what she writes of still
is true today (although points are slowly changing because the public becomes a growing
number of conscious). I had no idea of the gross carelessness of our government companies, that
allow and contribute to ongoing animal suffering. Appalling how much of this country operates
on greed, and just how much the wool is pulled over consumers' eye. The cruelty to animals is
normally appallingly! But, my SO, mother, and I had began making a change toward even more
plant-based eating several weeks before I heard of this book, and this just pushed me additional
into incorporating more plant centered and vegan foods into my diet plan, than previously. My
body can no longer tolerate more than small amounts of dairy, and I consume very little meat
nowadays, and only if there's very limited vegetarian choices available (at certain restaurants,
public events, etc).My center truly harm for the poor animals who live miserable existences, only
to die such a violent death. The reserve also [indirectly] address the impact such practices have
on the US interpersonal fabric, from the very best down. I knew the meat industry was smudged,
but after scanning this reserve, I was in total shock. And the filth, grime, and diseases that run
rampant will do to turn anyone off meat. Educate yourself Definitely bolstered my desire to live
a vegan lifestyle and educate others. Many of them act this way because of supervisor's orders,
and poor oversight from government agencies.?Much kudos to Ms. Eisnitz for her perseverance
and perseverance in exposing the truth, and also putting her own wellness on the line.? I was
alert to slaughterhouse horrors before choosing this reserve up, but I never knew just how bad
things really were, in the meats and dairy industry.Eventually, I was looking for a nudge to
solidify my conviction to eliminate meat from my diet (growing more skeptical of even
grassfed,'well-treated' animals).Suggest this book for anyone who eats, period.However, I think
for many, scanning this book is in no way for the faint in mind. If you really must eat meat,
research your facts make sure you know where it comes from.And that that element alone,
disregard for life, harmony and peace, at a very basic level, greatly contributes to the indegent
state of nourishment and general health in this nation...for animal welfare, for the surroundings,
and most importantly, on your own health. Remember, cheap meat comes with a heavy price to
pay out. the very best book of its kind This book, more than any other, is the reason why this
vegetarian is slowly transitioning to veganism.This book tells the haunting stories of
slaughterhouse workers brave enough to sit for an interview with a remarkable undercover
journalist, Gail A. Eisnitz. There's hardly any of Eisnitz in this book--she focuses mainly on
industry information and the workers' tales, but the result can be a book that gives voice to the
animals beaten, burned alive, dismembered while conscious, remaining to starve, existing
without space to move, tortured from birth to loss of life.What sort of modern slaughterhouse
works isn't just incredibly cruel to the animals but harmful for the workers. Their frustrations,
unfortunately, tend to be taken out on the animals. Take it from a worker who put it this way:
"Observe, I’m an ex-Marine. The blood and guts don’t bother me. It’s the inhumane treatment.
There’s just so a lot of it." READ In YOUR OWN RISK: Not for the faint in mind! I'll have to take the
author's word for it!While I cannot stand when folks review before having completed a
publication, I believe someone may benefit from my review.We don't watch horror films, I mute
or transformation channels when I see graphic violence and TV commercials, so I'd claim that I'm
somewhat sensitive to graphic violence. But especially those who frequently eat meat, cares
about where their meals comes from, who loves animals, and the ones who support worker



privileges. People have no idea what they are eating and what they're paying for every time they
buy meat. THEREFORE I tried reading with a pal, just a few pages a day.? The problem with that
however, is that it is obviously a key portion of the reserve. She also speaks much of her own
encounters during this time. Shocking, disgusting , amazing All I could say is "wow".?..will not be
doing that anymore!I desire i knew of a book that addresses this subject matter in a more G-
rated format. When you see a video of the evil brutality of pet farming and slaughter, HOW CAN
YOU CONTINUE TO SUPPORT THIS "BUSINESS". No living being deserves to suffer the way they
do. For example, the writer talks about how you have to become a 'certain type of person' to
even be able to work in this environment.I reside in a community where there are lots of
refugees and they often staff many of the chicken homes throughout the state.? I recognize that
the writer isn't making judgments predicated on cultural demographics, but I did so get the
feeling after what I've browse of this book, the slaughterhouse psyche (or lack thereof) likely
contributes to the cultural ills of our culture just as that glorified violence does. Don't simply
blindly trust the USDA and FDA to accomplish what's right. I obtain it. HOW DARE WE. My God, a
few of the stuff that workers described brought me close to tears. What I especially appreciated
is certainly that it exposes the horrible conditions slaughterhouse workers need to function in
and under. Eisnitz will an excellent job at telling a fascinating story, yet providing facts at the
same time. I must say i recommend this to anyone who is thinking about learning to be a
vegetarian or improving sourced meat. WHY Perform PEOPLE CONTINUE STEADILY TO ALLOW
THIS TO BE ON???????? Workers constantly facing the risk of losing their job if they don't keep
the series moving, having a higher rate of bodily injury, denied bathroom breaks, restarted once
they're of forget about use to the industry, just like the animals.?? We need more people like
her, who aren't just content material to sit down around and wait for what to happen, but to
make change happen.????? You can find even vans that come to get them for the factories. I
used to get boutique burgers at regional, organic restaurants.? I still couldn't handle it and asked
them to keep the gory bits to thyself! Since the animals suffer so tremendously, I can certainly
bear the unpleasant time it takes to read this book.?? All creatures matter, Personally i think if
you can consider the fact of veal production or animals getting DISMEMBERED WHILE ALIVE,
rather than do your component to stop this, you have no morals and may keep coming back in
the next life as an animal without voice subjected to torture, you should have it. Everyone needs
to know the information in this book This book is the most important book I've read, possibly
ever. To this book's credit, she forewarns that the content is "shocking", so maybe I was naive. I
just can not comprehend the way the human race can overlook this cruelty. This book is vision
opening. We have been far even worse a species than any on the planet. All others take just
what they need. We have been a vile bunch. I thought I knew all of the darkest secrets of pet
agriculture, having already seen video evidence of extremely cruel practices, however this
publication shocked me on nearly every page. I turned vegan when i got my first puppy of my
own, personal. Excellent read Horrific, but sadly not at all shocking or astonishing. I was also
among those who believed all workers in these factory farms were monsters, but hardly any of
them actually take any pleasure in what they perform. Additionally I'll say that I love this book
because it exposes horrendous methods that everyone must know about more completely and
less distressingly than undercover slaughterhouse footage you might see on-line.I, like the
majority of people, grew up eating meats and dairy and thought nothing at all of it. I'm ashamed
that it is happening in america! Mandatory reading For anybody with a shred of decency. A
mountain of evidence Whether you're a vegan looking to better arm yourself with fact-based
info or a meat-eater thinking about knowing where your animal flesh originates from, this book



ought to be read by everyone consuming animal items in the US. I found it terribly sad and
heartbreaking, but extremely informative. I've recommended this to many people to suggest to
them how cruel and awful circumstances are and we have to not be supporting this. Theses will
be the people often many villainized in this whole industry, and while what most of them do is
definitely unnecessarily violent and despicable, our consumeristic behavior forces this behavior.
I could only recommend this as the truly insightful and informative publication it really is on the
grotesque harm we are carrying out to so many defenseless pets and folks. From my interaction
with my doggie, its sensitivity and the deep love I developed on her behalf, I could not eat any
pet. Gail Eisnitz does gods work. I've tried to read the publication myself, and simply couldn't get
through the horrendous accounts from VERY early on in the book. Issues that this book taught
me included the extremely harmful and emotionally damaging circumstances slaughterhouse
workers endure, the regularity of animals being dismembered while alive, the negative effect on
communities with a slaughterhouse, the incredibly filthy meatpacking procedures, and medical
impacts on vulnerable people of our populace who are made very ill or killed by consuming the
contaminated meats this broken system sells. Shocking Everyone should go through this book. I
am a sensitive person and I hate seeing that kind of thing, which reserve gives you the info
better and without the same emotional distress. It is now our Responsibility Though it had been
upsetting to learn these details, I am glad I stuck through finishing the book, in an effort to honor
all of the animals who suffer so tremendously. The Afterword do give me some hope.?
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